INTRODUCTION
The current objective of this sequence of papers is to prove a result about the structure of the graphs not containing a fixed minor (K n , say). The proof will be completed in the next paper, but here we accomplish a substantial part. Before we go into the details of what we are going to prove in this paper, it may be helpful if we sketch the bigger picture. Suppose that G has no K n minor. If G has small tree-width, we are done; so let us assume it has large tree-width (at least some enormous function of n). Hence it has a planar subgraph H 0 with large tree-width, by a theorem of an earlier paper. Take a drawing of H 0 in a sphere 7 0 . The pair H 0 , 7 0 can be regarded as a degenerate case of the following: a subgraph H of G, drawn in a surface 7, with large representativity (that is, every simple V(S), arrangement, T-local, bridge, H-path in G (called an``H-pathing'' in [5] , due to a typographical error).
Let (G, 0) be a society, and let the elements of 0 be & 1 , ..., & n , numbered in order under 0. A transaction in (G, 0) is a set P of mutually disjoint paths of G, each with distinct ends both in 0 , such that for some i, j with 0 i j n, each member of P has exactly one end in [& i+1 , ..., & j ] . For \ 0, a \-vortex is a society with no transaction of cardinality >\. A segregation S of a graph G is of type ( \, }), where \, } 0 are integers, if there are at most } members (A, 0) # S with |0 | >3, and each is a \-vortex. Thus, segregations of type ( \, 0) are 3-segregations, for any \.
If T* is a tangle in G, a segregation S of G is T*-central if for each (A, 0) # S there is no (A*, B*) # T* with B* A. We denote the order of a tangle T by ord(T). Let T* be a tangle in G, and let 7 be a surface with bd(7)=<. A triple H, ', T is a 7-span of order % (in G, with respect to T*) if (i) H is a rigid drawing in 7
(ii) ' is an isomorphism from H to a subgraph '(H) of G (iii) T is a respectful tangle in H of order %
(iv) % ord(T*), and (A & '(H), B & '(H)) # '(T), for every (A, B) # T* of order <%.
('(T) denotes the image of T under ' we shall frequently use similar notation without further explanation.) Whenever possible we shall arrange that ' is the identity function on H, and so H itself is a subgraph of G; and in that case we loosely say that H, T is a 7-span (without reference to ' or %).
If H is a 2-cell drawing in 7, and T is a respectful tangle in H with metric d, then for _ # 7 and b # A(H), we define d(_, b)=d(a, b) where _ # a # A(H); and for _ 1 , _ 2 # 7 we define d(_ 1 , _ 2 )=d(a 1 , a 2 ) where _ 1 # a 1 # A(H) and _ 2 # a 2 # A (H) . If H$ is another 2-cell drawing in 7 with a respectful tangle T$ with metric d $, we say that T$ is a *-compression of T (where * 0 is an integer) if d $(_ 1 , _ 2 ) d(_ 1 , _ 2 )&* for all _ 1 , _ 2 # 7, and ord(T$)=ord(T)&*.
If 7, H, ', T, H$, '$, T$, G*, T* are as above, and z # A(H), we say that H$, '$, T$ is obtained from H, ', T by rearranging within * of z, where * 0 is an integer, if (i) a # A(H$) for all a # A(H) with d(z, a)>*, where d is the metric of T,
(ii) '(x)='$(x) for every vertex or edge x of H with d(z, x)>*, and (iii) T$ is a (4*+2)-compression of T.
A 7-span H, ', T is +-stepped if there is an '(H)-path in G with ends '(u), '(v) such that d(u, v) +, where d is the metric of T. A 7-span H, ', T is (*, +)-flat, where *, + 0 are integers, if ord(T) 4*+++2 and there is no +-stepped 7-span H$, '$, T$ which can be obtained from H, ', T by rearranging within * of any z # A (H) .
Let H, ', T be a 7-span. A region r of H is an eye (of H, ', T in G) if (i) there is a circuit C of H with U(C)=bd(r)
(ii) there are distinct vertices a, b, c, d of C such that a, b, c, d occur in V(C) in that order, and [a, b, c, d ] is free with respect to T (iii) there are two disjoint '(H)-paths P, Q in G with ends '(a), '(c) and '(b) , '(d) respectively. Now let r 1 , ..., r } be eyes, with corresponding '(H)-paths P i , Q i (1 i }).
We say that r 1 , ..., r } are independent eyes if the paths P i , Q i can be chosen so that (i) for 1 i<j }, d(r i , r j )=ord(T), where d is the metric of T (ii) for 1 i<j }, P i _ Q i is disjoint from P j _ Q j .
Finally we can state our main result.
(1.1) For any surface 7 with bd(7)=<, and any integers }, ,, + 0, there are integers %, *, \ 0 such that the following holds. Let T* be a tangle in a graph G, such that some 7-span of order % is (*, +)-flat. Then either (i) there is a 7-span of order , with >} independent eyes, or
(ii) there is a 7$-span of order ,, where 7$ is a surface obtained by adding a crosscap to 7, or (iii) there is a T*-central segregation of G of type ( \, }) with an arrangement in 7.
Result (1.1) is a consequence of the following.
(1.2) For any surface 7 with bd(7)=<, and any integers k 0, , 8, + 12 and even, * k+1 4, and % k+1 4* k+1 +++2, there are integers \ k , * k 0 and % k 4* k +++2 such that the following holds. Let T* be a tangle in a graph G, and suppose that there is a (* k , +)-flat 7-span of order % k with k eyes mutually at distance % k . Then either (i) there is a (* k+1 , +)-flat 7-span of order % k+1 with k+1 eyes, mutually at distance % k+1 , or (ii) there is a 7$-span of order ,, where 7$ is a surface obtained by adding a crosscap to 7, or (iii) there is a T*-central segregation of G of type (\ k , k) with an arrangement in 7.
Proof of (1.1), assuming (1.2). Let 7, }, ,, + be as in (1.1) . We may assume that + 12 and is even, for every (*, +)-flat 7-span is also (*, +$)-flat for all +$ + (see (5.1) ). We may also assume that , 8, for if (1.1) holds for , 8 then it holds for all ,. Define % k+1 =max(,, ++16) and * k+1 =4; and for k=}, }&1, ..., 0, define % k , * k , \ k inductively by (1.2) . Let %=% 0 , *=* 0 and \=max( \ 0 , ..., \ } ). We claim that %, *, \ satisfy (1.1). For let G, T* be as in (1.1); then there is a (* 0 , +)-flat 7-span of order % 0 . Choose k 0 with k }+1 maximum such that there is a (* k , +)-flat 7-span of order % k (with order % k if k 1), with k eyes mutually at distance % k . Suppose first that k }. Since (1.2)(i) does not hold, it follows from (1.2) that either (1.2)(ii) or (1.2)(iii) holds, and hence either (1.1)(ii) or (1.1)(iii) holds (because a segregation of type ( \ k , }) is also of type (\, })). We may therefore assume that k=}+1. Let H, ', T be a (* k+1 , +)-flat 7-span of order % }+1 , with }+1 eyes r 1 , ..., r }+1 mutually at distance % }+1 . Since H, ', T is (4, +)-flat, and hence (0, +)-flat (see (5.1)), there is no '(H)-path in G with ends '(u), '(v) , where
Hence r 1 , ..., r }+1 are independent eyes, and so (1.1)(i) holds. K
TANGLES AND TRANSACTIONS
To prove (1.2) we need at some stage to prove that a certain segregation is T*-central, and to do so we shall use the following lemma.
(2.1) Let T be a tangle in a graph G, let \ 1 with ord(T) 5\+2, and let S be a segregation of G of type (\, }) for some }. Suppose that for every (C, 0) # S there is no (A, B) # T of order 2\+1 with B C. Then S is T-central.
Proof. Let (C, 0) # S, and suppose, for a contradiction, that (A, B) # T and B C. If |0 | 4 then (C, 0) is a \-vortex since S is of type (\, }). If |0 | 3 then (C, 0) has no transaction of cardinality 2, and again it is a \-vortex since \ 1. Hence in either case, from [1, Theorem (8.1) ] we may enumerate 0 =[t 1 , ..., t n ] in order so that there are subgraphs X 1 , ..., X n of C satisfying (1) (4) below:
For any subgraph X of G, let X be the unique minimal subgraph so that (X, X ) is a separation of G, and let N(X)=V(X & X ). Thus, N(X) is the set of all v # V(X) incident with an edge of G not in E(X). We define X 0 and X n+1 to be the null graph.
Subproof. The second claim follows from the first and (2). To prove the first claim, let v # N(X i ), incident with an edge e of G not in E(X i ). If v # V(X j ) for some j with 1 j<i, then by (3) v # V(X i&1 ) and hence
for all j{i with 1 j n, then e Â E(X j ) for 1 j n, and so e Â E(C); hence v # N(C) 0 and so v=t j for some j. Hence v # V(X j ) by (4) , and so j=i and v=t i as required.
Let us say that X G is small if (X, X ) # T.
(6) X 1 , ..., X n are small. Subproof. Let 1 i n. By (5), |N(X i )| 2\+1, and so one of (X i , X i ), (X i , X i ) # T, since ord(T) 2\+2. But from the hypothesis, (X i , X i ) Â T, and so X i is small as required. Subproof. Since (X, X ), (Y, Y ) # T it follows that (Z , Z) Â T by the second tangle axiom, since
Since (Z, Z ) has order <ord(T) it follows from the first axiom that (Z, Z ) # T and hence Z is small. This proves (7).
We recall that (A, B) # T and B C=X 1 _ } } } X n . Let R=V(A & B). For 1 i n, let
and let P 0 and Q n+1 be the null graph.
Subproof. The result holds if i=0, and we assume that i 1 and proceed by induction on i. Since V(P i&1 ) & R V(P i ) & R and hence |V(P i&1 ) & R| <ord(T)&\, it follows from the inductive hypothesis that P i&1 & B is small. Since X i is small by (6) , and
it suffices by (7) to show that |N(P i _ B)| <ord(T). To show this we shall prove that
and B C it follows that e # E(X j ) for some j with i<j n. Hence v # V(X j ), and since
as claimed, and (8) follows. Now choose j with 0 j n, maximum such that |V(P j ) & R| < ord(T)&2\&1. (This is possible, since P 0 is null.) (9) j<n, and (P j & B) _ X j+1 is small, and
2\&1 by hypothesis and |N(X j+1 )| 2\+1 by (5) . From (7) we deduce that (P j & B) _ X j+1 is small. Finally, from the maximality of j it follows that |P j+1 & R| ord(T)&2\&1. This proves (9).
Choose k with 1 k n+1, minimum such that |V(Q k ) & R| < ord(T)&2\&1. Then, similarly, (10) k>1, and (Q k & B) _ X k&1 is small, and
contrary to (7) . Thus k j+4, and hence P j+1 & Q k&1 X j+1 & X j+2 and so V(P j+1 & Q k&1 ) \. But by (9) and (10),
since R=V(A _ B) and (A, B) # T. Consequently, ord(T)<5\+2, a contradiction. Hence there is no such (A, B), as required. K
RIGIDITY
In this section we prove a lemma that will permit us to modify a rigid drawing and infer that the result remains rigid. First, we observe the following. Proof. Since H is rigid, there is a dial 2$ for bd (2) . Let A=H & 2$, B=H & 7&2$. Then A has no circuit, and so (B, A) Â T by [2, Theorem (2.10) ]. Since (A, B) has order 2, and ord(T) 3, it follows that (A, B) # T. Now either 2=2$ or 2=7&2$, and in either case the result follows. K The main result of this section is the following cumbersome lemma, which we shall have several occasions to use.
(3.2) Let 7 be a surface with bd(7)=<, and let 7 1 , 7 2 7 be surfaces with 7 1 _ 7 2 =7 and 7 1 & 7 2 =bd(7 1 )=bd (7 2 1 , and thereby deduce from (ii) that there is a path P of C between u and v such that |V(P) & X| 2, and F 1 _ U(P) bounds an open disc in 7 1 included in r 1 . From (iv), F 2 _ U(P) bounds an open disc in 7 2 included in r 2 . It follows that the union of the closures of these open discs is a dial in 7 for F, H, as required. K If T is a tangle of order % in a graph H, and 1 %$ %, the set T$ of all members of T of order <%$ is a tangle in H of order %$, and we call it the %$-truncation of T.
We apply (3.2) to deduce the following.
(3.3) Let 7 be a surface and let , 3 be an integer. Let T* be a tangle in a graph G, and let H, ', T be a 7-span. Let 4 7 be a region of H such that H & bd (4) is a circuit, and let a 1 , ..., a , , b 1 , ..., b , be distinct vertices of this circuit, in order, such that [a 1 , ..., a , , b 1 , ..., b , ] is free with respect to T. For 1 i , let P i be an '(H)-path with ends '(a i ), '(b i ), such that P 1 , ..., P , are mutually disjoint. Then there is a 7$-span of order ,, where 7$ is the surface obtained by adding a crosscap to 7.
Proof. Let 7 1 =7&4. We may assume that 7$=7 1 _ 7 2 , where 7 2 is homeomorphic to a Mo bius band and 7 1 & 7 2 =bd(7 1 )=bd (7 2 ). We may assume also that ' is the identity, and P 1 , ..., P , are drawings in 7 2 , so that (H & bd (4)
; then H$ is a drawing in 7$. Let T" be the tangle in H$ of order % induced by T, and let T$ be the ,-truncation of T". We claim that H$, T$ is a 7$-span of order ,. To show this, we must show (1) The following statements (i) (iii) hold :
with |X| , is free with respect to T 1 .
Subproof. If X is not free, then since |X| , and T 1 has order ,, there exists (A, B) # T 1 of order < |X| with X V(A). Then (A, B) # T, and so X is not free with respect to T, contrary to [2, Theorem (12.2) ]. This proves (2).
From (2) and [4, Theorem (5. 2)] we deduce that T$ is respectful, so (1)(ii) holds. Next we show that (1)(iii) holds. For ord(T) ord(T*) since H, ', T is a 7-span, and 2,
is a separation of H$ of order <,, and
To prove (1) it remains to show that H$ is rigid, and to show this we shall use (3.2) .
Since X is free with respect to T, we deduce that
This proves (3) . (4 Subproof. Since |U(P) & X| 2 and F & U(H$) U(P), it follows that U(P) _ F meets at most two of P 1 , ..., P , , and hence it bounds a disc in 7 2 . Again, the claim follows easily.
From (3), (4), and (5) and the fact that 7 1 & 7 2 has only one component, it follows from (3.2) that H$ is rigid in 7$. This proves (1) and completes the proof of the theorem. K A second application of (3.2) is the following.
(3.4) Let 7 be a surface and let k 3 be an integer. Let T* be a tangle in a graph G, and let H, T be a 7-span of order %. Let 4 7 be a region of H such that H & bd (4) is a circuit, and let v 1 , ..., v 2k be distinct vertices of this circuit, in order, such that [v 1 , ..., v 2k ] is free with respect to T. Let H$ G be a drawing in 7 such that H$ & (7&4)=H and H$=H _ P 1 _ } } } _ P k&1 , where P i is a path with ends v i , v 2k&i for 1 i k&1. Let T$ be a tangle in H$ induced by T; then H$, T$ is a 7-span of order %. Moreover, let r 1 , r 2 4 be the regions of H$ incident with v k , v 2k respectively; then d $(r 1 , r 2 ) 2k&6, and d $(v k , v 2k ) 2k&8, where d$ is the metric of T$.
Proof. To show that H$, T$ is a 7-span of order %, we must show (1) The following statements (i) (iii) hold :
(ii) T$ is a respectful tangle of order %, and
(1)(ii) is clear, and (1)(iii) is proved in the same way as in the proof of (3.3) . It remains to show (1)(i). Let 7 1 =7&4, 7 2 =4 and X=[v 1 , ..., v 2k ]. We shall verify the hypotheses of (3.2) . Now (3.2)(i) is trivial since 7 1 & 7 2 is connected; and (3.2)(ii) is proved as in the proof of (3.3) . For (3.2)(iii), let F 7 2 be an O-arc with F & U(H$) V(H$) and |F & V(H$)| 2; then the closed disc in 7 2 bounded by F is a dial for F because H$ & 7 2 is the union of H & bd(4) and the disjoint paths P 1 , ..., P k&1 . For (3.2)(iv), let u, v, F, P be as in (3.2)
is satisfied, and so we may assume that F r 3 _ [u, v] for some region r 3 {r 1 , r 2 of H$ with r 3 4. Let the four vertices in X incident with r 3 be v i , v i+1 , v 2k&i&1 , v 2k&i , where 1 i k&2. Now there is a path of H & 7 between u and v, passing through at most two vertices in X; and so u, v both lie in the same component of H & bd(r 3 ) (because of the vertices v k , v 2k # X) and again (3.2)(iv) is satisfied.
By (3.2), H$ is rigid. Hence H$, T$ is a 7-span of order %. Let d $ be the metric of T$, and let e 1 , e 2 be edges of P 1 , P k&1 respectively. Now ord(T$) 2k>2(k&1), and so by [4, Theorem (6.1) Our third application of (3.2) is the following, which will be needed in a future paper.
(3.5) Let 7 be a surface and let , 3 be an integer. Let T* be a tangle in a graph G, and let H, ', T be a 7-span. Let 4 1 , 4 2 7 be distinct regions of H so that H & bd(4 i ) is a circuit C i (i=1, 2), and no region of H is incident with a vertex in C 1 and with a vertex in C 2 . Let a 1 , ..., a , be distinct vertices of C 1 in order, and let b 1 , ..., b , be distinct vertices of C 2 in order (under some orientations of C 1 and C 2 ), such that [a 1 , ..., a , ] and [b 1 , ..., b , ] are free with respect to T. For 1 i , let P i be an '(H)-path with ends '(a i ), '(b i ), such that P 1 , ..., P , are mutually disjoint. Then there is a 7$-span of order ,, where 7$ is a surface obtained by adding a handle to 7.
Proof. We may assume that ' is the identity. Let 7 1 =7&(4 1 _ 4 2 ). Let 7 2 be homeomorphic to a closed cylinder, with boundary U(C 1 ) _ U(C 2 ), such that 7$=7 1 _ 7 2 is a surface obtained from 7 by adding a handle, and there are , disjoint lines in 7 2 with ends a i , b i (1 i ,) . We may therefore assume that P 1 , ..., P , are drawings in 7 2 and hence in 7$. Let H$=H _ P 1 _ } } } _ P , , let T" be the tangle in H$ of order % induced by T, and let T$ be the ,-truncation of T". We claim that H$, T$ is a 7$-span of order ,. To show this, it follows by an argument similar to that in the proof of (3.3), using [4, Theorem (5.1) ] in place of [4, Theorem (5.2) ], that T$ is respectful and that it suffices to prove that H$ is rigid. To show that H$ is rigid we verify (3.2)(i) (iv). Now (3.2)(i) holds by hypothesis. For (3.2) 
Subproof. As in the proof of (3) 
(3.2)(ii) follows, and (3.2)(iii) is easy to see. (3.2)(iv) is proved as in step (5) of (3.3). From (3.2) we therefore deduce that H$ is rigid in 7$, as required. K
REARRANGEMENT
In this section, we develop an assortment of lemmas about compressions and rearrangement. If T is a respectful tangle of order % in a 2-cell drawing H in 7, and K is a radial graph of G, we define ins(C), for each circuit C of K with <2% edges, to be the closed disc 2 7 bounded by U(C) such that
(This exists since T is respectful.) For any closed walk W of K of length <2%, we define ins(W) to be the union of U(K$) and ins(C) taken over all circuits C of K$, where K$ K is the subdrawing formed by the vertices and edges in W. We call ins the slope corresponding to T. For tangles T$, T", T 0 etc. we shall consistently denote the corresponding slopes by ins$, ins", ins 0 etc. without further definition, and we use a similar convention for
(4.1) Let T be a respectful tangle of order % in a 2-cell drawing H in a surface 7. Let H 1 , H 2 be 2-cell drawings in 7, and for i=1, 2 let T i be a
Then for every W which is a closed walk of a common subdrawing of K 1 and K 2 , if ins 1 (W), ins 2 (W) are both defined then they are equal. In particular, if H 1 =H 2 and * 1 * 2 , then T 1 T 2 .
Proof. Since ins i (W) is determined by ins i (C) for the circuits C of the subdrawing formed by the vertices and edges in W, it suffices to show that ins 1 (C)=ins 2 (C) for every C with |E(C)| <2 min(%&* 1 , %&* 2 ) which is a circuit of both K 1 and K 2 . Choose v # V(C). By [3, Theorem (8.12) ], there exists _ # 7 with d(v, _)=%, and hence with d i (v, _) %&* for i=1, 2. Hence _ Â ins 1 (C) and _ Â ins 2 (C), and so ins 1 (C)=ins 2 (C), since there is at most one closed disc in 7 bounded by U(C) not containing _.
In particular, let H 1 =H 2 and * 1 * 2 ; and hence we may assume that K 1 =K 2 =K. Then ins 1 (C)=ins 2 (C) for every circuit C of K with <2(%&* 1 ) edges, and hence T 1 T 2 by [3, Theorem (6.3) ]. K Let H be a 2-cell drawing in 7, let T be a respectful tangle in H of order % with metric d, let * 0 be an integer with *<%, let z # A(H), and let H$ be the subdrawing of H formed by all edges e of H with d(z, e)>*, and their ends (or H$=H, if E(H)=<). We define H&z * =H$ (we shall only use this notation when the hidden parameters 7, T are obvious). [4, Theorem (7.11) ] implies that [4, Theorem (7.10)] implies (4.4) Let T be a respectful tangle of order % in a 2-cell drawing H in a surface 7. Let z # A(H), let * 2 be an integer with %>4*+2, and let H$ H be a 2-cell subdrawing such that a # A(H$) for every a # A(H) with d(z, a)>*. Then there is a unique respectful tangle T$ in H$ which is a (4*+2)-compression of T, and it includes (A & H$, B & H$) for every (A, B) # T of order <%&4*&2.
(4.5) Let T be a respectful tangle of order % in a 2-cell drawing H in a surface 7. Let z # A(H), let * 2 be an integer with %>4*+2, and let H$ be a 2-cell drawing in 7 such that a # A(H$) for every a # A(H) with d(z, a)>*. Then has no isolated vertices (unless E(H)=<, when *=0 and H=H$), it follows that H&z * H$. Let T" be the tangle in H$ induced by T 0 . Then T" is a (4*+2)-compression, and hence T"=T$, by (4.1). This proves (i) and (ii), and (iii) follows from (4.4). K (4.6) Let T, %, H, 7, z, *, H$, T$ be as in (4.5) . Let T* be a tangle in a graph G, and let H, ', T be a 7-span in G with respect to T*. Let H$ be rigid, and let '$ be an isomorphism from H$ to a subgraph of G, such that '$(x)='(x) for every vertex or edge x of H with d(z, x)>*. Then H$, '$, T$ is a 7-span of order %&4*&2, obtained from H, ', T by rearranging within * of z.
Proof. We must verify conditions (i) (iv) in the definition of 7-span. Conditions (i) and (ii) are trivial, and since T$ is a (4*+2)-compression it is by definition respectful, and so (iii) holds. It remains to show (iv). Let (A*, B*) # T* with order <%&4*&2. We must show that
Let H"=H&z * , and let T" be the unique (4*+2)-compression of T in H". By (4.5)(ii), T$ is the tangle induced in H$ by T"; and so it suffices to show that
, because the restriction of ' and '$ to H" are equal. Similarly,
and so it suffices to show that (A, B) has order at most that of (A*, B*) and hence less than %&4*&2. By (4.5) 
and similarly B & H"=' &1 (B* & '(H")), and so
as required. K
We shall also need the following.
(4.7) Let T be a respectful tangle of order % in a 2-cell drawing H in a surface 7. Let z # A(H), let * 2 be an integer, and let X V(H) be free with respect to T. Suppose that d(z, v)>2 |X| +5*+2 for all v # X. Now let H$ be a 2-cell drawing in 7 such that a # A(H$) for every a # A(H) with d(z, a)>*; and let T$ be a (4*+2)-compression of T in H$. Then X is free with respect to T$. 
Adding, we deduce that |X & V(A)| |V(A & B)|, a contradiction. This proves (1).

Now |X & V(A)| > |V(A & B)| 0, and so we may choose v # X & V(A).
(2) For every u # V(A), d $(u, v) 2 |X| &2.
Subproof. By (1) 
and so X is not free with respect to T, by [2, Theorem (12. 2)], a contradiction. This completes the proof. K
FLATNESS
In this section we prove that, if * is large enough, rearranging a (*, +)-flat 7-span produces another 7-span which is still reasonably flat. First, we need the following.
(5.1) Let T* be a tangle in G, and let H, ', T be a (*, +)-flat 7-span of order %. Let 0 * 1 *, let + 1 + and let 1 % 1 %, such that % 1 4* 1 ++ 1 +2; and let T 1 be the % 1 -truncation of T. Then (H, ', T 1 ) is (* 1 , + 1 )-flat.
Proof. Certainly (H, ', T 1 ) is a 7-span of order % 1 , and % 1 4* 1 ++ 1 +2. Suppose it is not (* 1 , + 1 )-flat. Let H$, '$, T$ 1 be obtained from H, ', T 1 be rearranging within * 1 of some z # A(H), and let P be an '$(H$)-path in G with ends '$(u), '$(v), where d $(u, v) + 1 .
(1) a # A(H$) for every a # A(H) with d(z, a)>*. d(z, a) ), and since % 1 >* 1 and d 1 (z, a)>* * 1 it follows that d 1 (z, a)>* 1 . Hence a # A(H$), since H$, '$, T 1 is obtained from H, ', T 1 by rearranging within * 1 of z. This proves (1).
Since T 1 is a (4* 1 +2)-compression of T 1 , and T 1 is a (%&% 1 )-compression of T, it follows that T 1 is a (%&% 1 +4* 1 +2)-compression of T. Let T$ be the (4*+2)-compression of T in H$ (this exists by (4.5)). By (4.1), if %&4*&2 % 1 &4* 1 &2 then T$ 1 T$, and if %&4*&2 % 1 &4* 1 &2 then T$ T$ 1 .
From (1) and (2), H$, '$, T$ is a +-stepped 7-span, obtained from H, ', T by rearranging within * of z, which is impossible since H, ', T is (*, +)-flat. The result follows. K The main result of this section is the following.
(5.2) Let T* be a tangle in a graph G, let 7 be a surface, and let H, ', T be a (*, +)-flat 7-span of order %. Let * 1 , * 2 4 and + 0 be integers such that * 6* 1 +5* 2 +3++4. Let z 1 # A(H), and let H$, '$, T$ be a 7-span obtained from H, ', T by rearranging within * 1 of z 1 . Then H$, '$, T$ is (* 2 , +)-flat.
Proof. Let T have order %; then T$ has order %&4* 1 &2. Let z 2 # A(H$), and let H", '", T" be obtained from H$, '$, T$ by rearranging within * 2 of z 2 ; and suppose, for a contradiction, that H", '", T" is +-stepped. Let P be an '"(H")-path in G with ends '"(u), '"(v), where u, v # V(H") and d "(u, v) +. Since T$ is a (4* 1 +2)-compression of T, and T" is a (4* 2 +2)-compression of T$, we deduce
Let Z 1 be the union of all atoms a of H with d(z 1 , a) * 1 , and let Z 2 be the union of all atoms a of H$ with d $(z 1 , a) * 2 . Then, again immediately from the definitions, we have (2) Z 1 includes every a # A(H)&A(H$), and Z 2 includes every a # A(H$)&A(H").
Choose { # 7 with { # z 2 , and let z 3 # A(H) with { # z 3 .
Subproof. Suppose not. Let T 0 be the (%&4*&2)-truncation of T". (This exists, since ord(T")=%&4(* 1 +* 2 )&4 %&4*&2 1.) We claim that H", '", T 0 is a 7-span obtained from H, ', T by rearranging within * of z 3 , and it is +-stepped. Certainly it is a 7-span, because H", '", T" is a 7-span and T since T$ is a (4* 1 +2)-compression of T. Since *&4* 1 &2 * 2 , it follows that a & Z 2 =< and so a # A(H"), by (2) . This proves (i) , and (ii) follows immediately. For (iii), let
by (1); and
because % d(_ 1 , _ 2 ) and * 1 +* 2 <*. This proves (iii), and hence proves that H", '", T 0 is obtained from H, ', T by rearranging within * of z 3 . But it is +-stepped, a contradiction since H, ', T is (*, +)-flat. This proves (3). (_ 1 , {) , and so the first inequality holds. The second follows since T 2 is a (4* 1 +2)-compression of T 1 . This proves (4). {) , the claim follows from (3) and (5).
In particular, from (6) 
(7) L 1 and L 2 both have circuits.
Subproof. There is a region r of H with d(z 1 , r) 2; and hence d(z 1 , e) 4 * 1 and so e 4 1 , for every edge e of H incident with r. Since H is not a forest (because it has a tangle of order 3) this set of edges includes a circuit. Similarly L 2 has a circuit, since * 2 4. This proves (7) .
(8) H$$$ is rigid and 2-cell. Since bd (7)=< and H$$$ is non-null, it follows that H$$$ is 2-cell. This proves (8).
(9) Every component of '$(M 1 ) meets '(L 1 ), and every component of
is not null by (7), and since H$ is 2-cell and hence connected and Z 1 & Z 2 =<, there is a vertex x # V(M 1 ) incident with an edge e of H$ not in E(M 1 ), and with its other end not in V(M 1 ). Then e # E(H), and so x # V(H), and since x # Z 1 it follows that x # V(L 1 ). Moreover, '(x)='$(x) (because '(e)='$(e) and '( y)='$( y) where e has ends x, y). (L 1 )) , and so '$(C) meets '(L 1 ), as required. The argument for '"(M 2 ) is similar. This proves (9).
(10) Every path of G from X 1 to X 2 has an internal vertex or edge in '(H).
Subproof. Suppose that some path of G from X 1 to X 2 has no internal vertex or edge in ' (H) . By (9), there is an '(H)-path with ends '(t 1 ), '(t 2 ) where d(_ i , t i ) + for some _ i # Z i (i=1, 2). Since H, ', T is (0, +)-flat by (5.1), it follows that d(t 1 , t 2 )<+, and so d(_ 1 , _ 2 )<3+ *&2* 1 &* 2 contrary to (6) . This proves (10). Let T$$$ be the (unique, by (4.5)) (4* 2 +2)-compression of T in H$$$. Then from (4.6), (8) and (11), we have (12) H$$$, '$$$, T$$$ is a 7-span of order %&4* 2 &2 obtained from H, ', T by rearranging within * 2 of z 2 .
We recall that P is an '"(H")-path with ends '"(u), '"(v), where d"(u, v) +.
, and P is an '$(H$)-path. Since H, ', T is (*, +)-flat, and H$, '$, T$ is obtained from H, ', T by rearranging within * 1 * of z, it follows that d $(u, v)<+. Since d "(u, v) +, we deduce from (4.2) (applied to T$, T" and
and so by (4.2) (applied to T, T$ and (6),
Hence by (4.2) applied to T, T$$$ and Z 2 , we deduce that
From (13) and (14) it follows that P meets X 1 and X 2 ; but this contradicts (10). We deduce that there is no such P, that is, H", '", T" is not +-stepped. Since T$ has order %&4* 1 &2 4* 2 +++2, it follows that H$, '$, T$ is (* 2 , +)-flat, as required. K
CROOKED TRANSACTIONS
If P is a transaction in a society (G, 0), we denote the set of ends of members of P by V(P). We say P is crooked if for every P # P with ends u, v say, there exists u$, v$ # V(P) so that u, u$, v, v$ are distinct and occur in that order in 0.
Let : be an arrangement in a surface 7 of a segregation S of G. A subset X 7 is said to be :-normal if
Let 0$ be a natural order of X$ from F, and let 0 be the cyclic permutation with 0 =X mapped to 0$ by :. We define :
&1 (F ) to be 0 (or its reverse; the choice will not matter). We shall need the following theorem [1, Theorem (11.11) ].
(6.1) Let ? 2 be an integer, with ?{3, and let (G, 0) be a society with no crooked transaction of cardinality ?. Then there is a segregation S of G of type (3?+9, 1) with 0 V(S), and an arrangement : of S in a closed disc 2, such that 0=: (2)).
Let P=[P 1 , ..., P ? ] be a transaction in a society (G, 0), where P i has ends a i , b i (1 i ?). If We shall need the following [1, Theorem (7.1) ].
(6.2) Let , 2, { 1 3, { 2 4 be integers. Let P be a crooked transaction in a society (G, 0) such that |P| (,&1)(2{ i +{ 2 &7). Then there exists P$ P such that either (i) |P$| =, and P$ is a crosscap transaction, or
(ii) |P$| ={ 1 and P$ is a leap transaction, or (iii) |P$| ={ 2 and P$ is a doublecross transaction.
THE MAIN PROOF
Now we shall prove (1.2) . Throughout this section, let 7 be a surface with bd (7)=<, and let k 0, , 8, + 12, * k+1 4 and % k+1 4* k+1 +++2 be fixed integers, with + even. We shall show that they satisfy (1.2) . To do so, we may assume that % k+1 is even and % k+1 >6++14, by increasing % k+1 if necessary. Let ?=(,&1)(4+++% k+1 Â2), let ;=2?+8, and let % k =100;, * k =20;, \ k =3?+9. We claim that % k , * k , \ k satisfy (1.2) . (For convenience, let us write %, %$, *, *$, \ for % k , % k+1 , * k , * k+1 , \ k respectively.) To show this, let (again, throughout this section) T* be a tangle in a graph G such that there is a (*, +)-flat 7-span of order %, with k eyes mutually at distance %. We must prove that one of the following statements (S1), (S2), (S3) holds.
(S1) There is a (*$, +)-flat 7-span of order %$ with k+1 eyes, mutually at distance %$.
(S2) There is a 7$-span of order ,, where 7$ is a surface obtained by adding a crosscap to 7.
(S3) There is a T*-central segregation of G of type ( \, k) with an arrangement in 7.
The proof proceeds in a series of lemmas. We begin with the following.
(7.1) There is a (*, +)-flat 7-span of order %, with k eyes mutually at distance %.
Proof. Let H, T be a (*, +)-flat 7-span of order % with k eyes r 1 , ..., r k satisfying d(r i , r j ) % (1 i<j k). Let T$ be the %-truncation of T. Then H, T$ is a 7-span, and it is (*, +)-flat by (5.1), since % 4*+++2. Moreover, r 1 , ..., r k are eyes of H, T$ since ord(T$)=% 4; and for 1 i<j k, d $(r i , r j )=min(%, d(r i , r j ))=%. The result follows. K Throughout this section, let H, T be a (*, +)-flat 7-span of order %, with metric d, and let r 1 , ..., r k be eyes of H, T with d(r i , r j )=% for 1 i<j k. Proof. We have
and so the inequality follows. Hence (2) .
This proves (3).
In particular, from (3) it follows that r i 3 4, and so r i is a region of H$, for 1 i k. Also, 4 is a region of H$. a, b, c, d ] is free with respect to T 1 . The first claim follows from (3) [a, b, cd] , by (3),
Hence, by (4.7) applied to T and T 1 (taking *=3++3) and (1), we deduce that [a, b, c, d ] is free with respect to T 1 . This proves (5).
From (4.6), H$, T 1 is a 7-span of order %&12+&14, obtained from H, T by rearranging within 3++3 of z.
(6) The 7-span H$, T 1 is (*$, +)-flat. Subproof. From (5.2) , since H, T is (*, +)-flat, it suffices to check that 3++3 4, *$ 4, * 6(3++3)+5*$+3++4, and % 4*+++2. All these inequalities hold, and so (6) follows.
Let T 2 be the %$-truncation of T 1 . Then H$, T 2 is a 7-span, and by (5.1) and (6), it is (*$, +)-flat, since %$ 4*$+++2.
(7) r 1 , ..., r k , r k+1 are eyes of H$, T 2 in G, and for 1 i<j k+1, d 2 (r i , r j )=%$.
Subproof. Since %$ 4 and T 2 is the %$-truncation of T 1 , and since by (5) r 1 , ..., r k+1 are eyes of H$, T 1 in G, it follows that r 1 , ..., r k+1 are eyes of H$, T 2 in G. Now for 1 i<j k+1,
But if j=k+1 then d 1 (r i , r j ) %$ by (4); and if j k then
by (1) . In either case d 1 (r i , r j ) %$, and so d 2 (r i , r j )=%$. This proves (7).
From (7) we see that (S1) holds, as required. K Let H be a subgraph of G, and let H be a 2-cell drawing in 7. Let : be an arrangement in 7 of a segregation S of G. We say that : is compatible with H if Proof. Now + 12 is even and % 16++17. Moreover d(u, v)<+ for every H-path P in G 0 with ends u, v because H, T is (0, +)-flat by (5.1). The result follows from (7.3) and [5, Theorem (10.1) ] (taking ;=+). K If : is an arrangement in a surface 7 of a segregation S of G, and 2 7 is a closed disc with bd(2) :-normal, we define :
&1 (2) Henceforth, in this section, we assume that S 0 , : 0 are as in (7.4) . Let { 1 =4++Â2, { 2 =3+%$Â2; then ?=(,&1)(2{ 1 +{ 2 &7). Let ;=2?+8. Proof.
( Now ? 0, ?{1, 3, and ;=2?+8 is even, and % 16;+17. Since %$+13++13<;, we deduce from [5, Theorem (9.6) ] (with the substitu- We first show (i) . Certainly A G for each (A, 0) # S. Let x be a vertex or edge of G; to show that (A: (A, 0) # S)=G it suffices to show that x belongs to A for some (A, 0) # S. If x belongs to G* i for some i 1, then x belongs to A for some (A, 0) # S i S, as required. If not, then x does not belong to J 1 , ..., J k , and so x belongs to G 0 . Hence there exists (A, 0) # S 0 such that x belongs to A. For 1 i k, since x does not belong to G* i and : &1 0 (2 i ) G* i , it follows that : 0 (A, 0) 3 2 i . Hence (A, 0) # S. This proves (i) .
For (ii), let (A, 0), (A$, 0$) # S be distinct. If they both belong to S$ 0 , or for some i 1 they both belong to S i , then (ii) holds since S 0 , S 1 , ..., S k are segregations. We may assume then that (A, 0) # S i for some i 1, and (A$, 0$) Â S i . If (A$, 0$) # S j for some j{i, then A & A$ G* i & G* j , which is null by (7.6) , and (ii) holds. Otherwise, (A$, 0$) # S$ 0 , and from (1) Subproof. S 0 is a 3-segregation, and each S i is of type (3?+9, 1) , and so S is of type (3?+9, k) . This proves (3).
(4) S is T*-central.
Subproof. Let (A, 0) # S, and let B G so that (A, B) is a separation of G and V(A & B)=0 . Suppose that there exists (A*, B*) # T* with B* A. By (2.1) we may assume that (A*, B*) has order 16?+19. Since of H$, '$, T". From (1), (5), and (6) it follows that for distinct r, r$ # [s 1 , s 2 , r 2 , ..., r k ], d"(r, r$)=min(%$, d$(r, r$))=%$.
By (7) and (5.1), H$, '$, T" is (*$, +)-flat, since %$ 4*$+++2. Hence (S1) holds, as required. K In view of (7.8), (7.9), (7.10) and (7.11) it follows that in all cases one of (S1), (S2), (S3) holds, and the proof of (1.2) is complete. Hence so is the proof of (1.1).
SOME MILD IMPROVEMENTS
In order to facilitate applying our main theorem (1.1), we make in this section two modifications to it. The first is concerned with replacing (1.1)(i) with a condition involving large clique minors, because our application is to graphs with no large clique minor. Thus, let T* be a tangle in a graph G, and let p 0 be an integer. We say that T* controls a K p minor of G if T* has order p and there are p non-null disjoint connected subgraphs X 1 , ..., X p of G such that (i) for 1 i<j p there is an edge of G with one end in V(X i ) and the other in V(X j ), and (ii) there is no (A, B) # T* of order <p such that V(X i ) V(A) for some i (1 i p). [4, Theorem (4.5) ] implies (since the tangle in G induced by T is a subset of T*) that (8.1) For any surface 7 with bd(7)=<, and any integer p 0 there exists }, , 0 such that the following is true. Let T* be a tangle in a graph G of order p, and let H, ', T be a 7-span of order ,, with } independent eyes. Then T* controls a K p minor of G.
Hence we may modify (1.1) as follows.
(8.2) For any surface 7 with bd(7)=<, and any integers p, ,, + 0, there are integers }, %, *, \ 0 such that the following holds. Let T* be a tangle in a graph G such that there is no T*-central segregation of G of type (\, }) with an arrangement in 7. Then either
